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Three-way Thunder battle goes right to the wire. Makay, Irons and Haynes

After visiting seven of the UK’s premier circuits it all came

down to this, the final round at the UK’s fastest and most
fearsome circuits…. Thruxton. Thruxton is 2.35 miles of

ex-airfield perimeter road that has not one single straight.
It is all about high-speed machine control around the

wide and undulating swathe of Hampshire tarmac.

This final round would decide the destination of the 2017
championship crowns and one class more that any other

was capturing the imagination of the paddock, the crowd
and social media after three riders have swapped the

points table topping position time and time again. The
three protagonists in the Sound of Thunder could not be

any different and were all on different machines with the

advantage swinging to and fro in the second half of the
year. 33 year old Allister Haynes went into this round with a three-point championship lead on his 675 Triumph

Daytona.  David Irons the vastly experienced 57 year old on the Tom Warner 1198 Ducati was next, he had just a
four point advantage over Dave Mackay the 43 year old ex-soldier and True Heroes Ducati Tri-Options teamster.

Mackay normally uses the True Heroes 899 Panigale, but for this meeting he wheeled out his own old KTM RC8 as

he felt that the grunt of the Austrian machine would be an advantage up the long drag through Brooklands and
Woodham Hill. His suspicions were confirmed as he won the qualifier to put himself on pole. Dave knew that only a

win would give him any chance of the Sound of Thunder title, it would then be in the hands of Irons and
Haynes…..and the mathematicians !

In the final Mackay set off at pace and soon built up a lead on the KTM as the RC8’s low down power came into its

own. Behind him Hayes and Irons swapped and re swapped places almost corner on corner but Irons on the 1198
Duke always seemed to have the advantage as the squabbling pair came up Woodham Hill. Haynes would then get

the more nimble 675 through the Club Chicane neater…..and so it continued. Into the final lap Mackay had a
seven-second lead oblivious to what was going on behind him. Behind out of Church for the final time Hayes was

in front and had everything tucked in, but with an air of inevitability Irons gunned the TWR 1198 up the hill and
swept passed. Haynes braked as deep as he could but try as he might could not brake any later and ran a tad

wide. Irons was not about to let the youngster through and crossed the line second. After all the maths were done

Mackay and Haynes were tied on 203 points, but that last drive up the hill nabbed Irons the points he needed and
his total came out at 204! Giving him the hardest earned title of his racing career and great reward for the TWR

Team that have had a torrid season after seeing their main bike stolen from the pit in broad daylight from the
Donington Park paddock. All three deserved the title…. But there had to be a winner. Congratulations to all for

giving us a championship title fight to remember.

As some reward for his efforts Mackay was awarded the Clive and Pam Flood performance on the day trophy.
For those looking for a very rapid race bike Irons’ title winning TWR 1198 was immediately put up for sale as a

new challenge awaits the team in 2018.

Sidecars scrape in. 95 | Ralph Remnant and Samantha Tilley

The NG organisers were on the verge of pulling the Sidecars from this

meeting as entries for the financially well backed CSC Racing class did
not reach the numbers needed to run. After teams rang and mailed

around a few more crews trickled in and NG kept faith with the chairs.

The grid contained local crew and former British and European sidecar
Champs Roger Lovelock and Rick Lawrence, but unfortunately for their

local supporters they had mechanical dnf’s in both outings. Ralph
Remnant and Samantha Tilley took a win over Dean Nicholls and Kenny

Cole. Stephen Jackson too, with Rob Child in the chair was having a

torrid day, despite having secured the F2 title he was adamant he could
grab the points he needed to take the Open series too. The DDR600

Suzuki had other ideas and although he came through to fourth he needed second to achieve his double title
winning goal. The absent Peter O’Neill and Pat Galligan hung on to that table topping position for the open series.



250GP and 125GP ACU National Championship. 4 | Ant Hodson

Despite Ant Hodson having already tied up the 250GP ACU National
series that didn’t stop him from wanting to end the year on a high to

really assert his domination. The sprint race on Saturday morning

saw Hodson and a resurgent Darrell Higgins draw clear of Phil Stead
and Daniel Jackson. On lap 3 though as Higgins tapped open the

power on his DTR TZ250 exiting Club and the Yamaha spat him over
the top in a wicked high-side that only a two stroke can. Luckily

Higgins who has broken more than 75 bones in his 35 year racing

career got up and walked away (…albeit a little sore). Hodson went
on to take a clear win over a stunning ride from Phil Stead, Dan

Jackson and Dave Hampton who was having a rare 2017 250 outing.
Race two was a tight affair with Hodson, Jackson and Stead joined by Thomas Lawlor. Eventually it turned into a

battle of two pairs with Hodson taking his twelfth win of the year over Jackson. Phil Stead took another fine
podium on his much older TZ.

The battle for third in the championship that had Ant and Dan in the top two places was between Simon Hunt who

had already secured the NG Cup series, and John Lewis. Lewis got the nod after getting the better of Hunt in both
outings.

Derek Clark and Christopher Bird shared the wins in the 125GP Bluebell Lakes National series with the longer race
going right down to the wire with Bird the narrow victor. Clark though with two podiums secured second place in

the championship behind the absent James Hind.

The Rest of the action. 73 | Tommy “Two-Stroke” Lawlor

Another championship taking it right to the wire was the F400 with
brothers Tom and Ben Harrison both in with a shout. Will Bryant was

also still in the hunt but everyone thought it would be between Tom and
Ben. In the qualifier Will had mechanical problems and pulled out…. then

Tom clipped a backmarker at the club chicane dumping him on the

Thruxton tarmac…. Closely followed by Ben going out when his ZXR
simply just cut out at Allards. All three title rivals would start from the

back of the grid. Or so we thought, as Ben and the team could not trace
the fuelling glitch that was causing his problems and retired on the

warm up lap. Tom was aware that all he had to do was finish ahead of
Will but was in no mood to take anything for granted. He stormed

through the field to grab third place (…and the title) behind Steve Palmer on the Dorset Bikes ZXR and Simon

Gates having a rare outing at one of his favourite circuits.
Mike Wilson continued his run of winning form towards the end of the year to take a convincing F125 win on the

CLV /Graham File Aprilia over, James Bull and Brian Daly.
Andy Blomfield took yet another win in the 620cc Desmo Due ‘A’ series however he was not battling with his

normal sparring partner Matthew Lawson, but with Duncan Baillie and Philip Murden. The win, the title and a new

lap record went to Blomfield to see him retain the title he won last year. The 600cc Desmo ‘B’ class saw a first win
for Oliver Benson on his Real Roads.co.uk Ducati after a close run thing with Preston Tuby.

The Suzuki Bandit Formula Prostocks went to 2017 championship form with James McHardy heading home the
field of Suzuki’s. Meanwhile Phil Webber took his 26th win from 28 starts in the pre-87 Production class on his

GSXR750 Suzuki.
20 year old William Holland took convincing wins in both the Mini Twins and Super Twins on his JHS Racing

SFV650 Suzuki, setting a new lap record in the Mini Twins as a bonus. Both outings saw Paul Wardell in second.

Paul “Potchy” Williams put himself at a disadvantage after earning pole in the Super Twins after missing the warm-
up lap. Starting from the back for the grid he forced his way through to third right on the tail of Wardell, but it was

a task too much.
Thomas Lawlor grabbed his first win of the year in the 500 class on his GTL Life/Flynn Management RS250 Honda

over defending champion Dave Hampton on his TZ. Dave chased hard and could have done with another lap to get

right on terms but Lawlor was a very happy winner. Greg Maden took the points he needed to lift the 500cc class
title scoring big at every round on his RRV450 Aprilia as all his rivals faltered.

Jay Bellers-Smith showed more winning style in the new for 2017 Supermono series on his Smith Bros 717 KTM.
The Fireblades of Lukasz Gaslawski and Phil Webber vied for position of top dog in the 1300 Pre Injections. Half a

wheel at the line separated the two but Lukasz got the nod by 0.060sec on his Mark Hale CBR. Wayne Pither

recovered after a tip-off in practice to take a close third ahead of Castle Combe Instructor Neil Sutton who last
raced at Thruxton over 16 years ago !! The 700cc Pre Injections was billed as a battle between Liam Turberfield

and Jon Wright. Wright the defending champion had the upper hand in the point’s table but was still very battered
and bruised after a very big crash at Pembrey last month. Liam did all he could by taking the win but Jon had done

the math and knew 12th place would be enough…. He crossed the line in an unfamiliar to him seventh place, but it
was enough to grab the title for the second year running.



Tom Vear took his first win of the year on his R6 Yamaha in the 700 Streetstock beating the man of the class this

season Simon Bastable into second. Vear, who has not been able to do the full 2017 season also set a new lap
record on the way to his maiden win.

Paul Jeffery did everything within his power to hang onto the 1300 Streetstock title he won last year by taking the

race win on his Alex Buckingham backed R1 and 25 points, but he was shadowed all the way by title rival Ciaran
Bligh. Bligh knew he needed to keep Paul in sight and that is exactly what he did.

As was said all day the various classes are season long affairs run over fourteen rounds and the clever riders had
given themselves the points advantages to manage the final few meetings, but big congratulations to all those that

took wins at the final round, and to those grabbing championship title glory…… Roll on 2018.

Day laps it up again. 2 | Josh Day

We have spoken much about Josh Day the young man from Cirencester

this year and with good reason. Josh has been the star of 2017 on the

Kendrick and Spalding ZX10 Kawasaki. He has dominated the Open and
Powerbike series this year taking 31 wins with just one DNF and on the

big kwaker. He set a total of nineteen lap records ! Not content with
that, occasionally he wheeled out his old R6 and invariably was on the

top step of the podium there too…. setting 3 new 600cc lap records,

proving the ex-National Superstock champ can still cut it on the smaller
bikes. Things are looking good for a full time return to the National grids

in 2018 after test rides have gone well for an established BSB team.
This weekend he took wins in the Open and Powerbike setting new lap

records in both outings as he headed home BSB Superstock runner Brad Jones and former Hottrax champ Greg
Allsop.

As outgoing champ in the 600 class he brought the “old-girl” out for a final fling in the 600 class, but the standard

R6 was no match for Luke Jones on the “bitsa” Appleyard Macadam R6. The bike was literally put together from
spares at the last minute for Luke who continues his recovery and return to competition after a seven month layoff

due to injury. Luke took the win over Josh, Sam Thompson and 2017 champ Max Symonds, with Alex Baker and
Aaron Ridewood next along.

Not just a Day to remember for Josh, but a year….. well done.

Max Symonds | Steals the march on a
packed 40 plus grid of 600’s.

Max took the points to become 2017 Open
600 champion.

Tom Harrison | His ZXR400 shows the
battle scars on a crash in the qualifier. He

started from the back of the grid but came
through to third to take the F400 title

Dave Mackay | Took the win in the Sound of
Thunder, but missed the championship by ONE

point. This ride though earned him the Clive and
Pam Flood Performance of the Day award.



All the 2017 Champions
 Phoenix Motorcycles of Trowbridge Open - Josh Day

125GP Bluebell Lakes National - James Hind
250GP ACU National - Ant Hodson

NG Cup - Simon Hunt

F125 - James Chapman

A and R Racing F400 - Tom Harrison
EDP Photo News 500 - Greg Maden

Into the Blue Consulting 600 - Max Symonds
L and J Fabrication / Sapphire Group Powerbike - Josh Day

Neatafan Supermono - Jay Bellers-Smith
MPH Moto Mini Twin - Paul Wardell

MPH Moto Super Twin - William Holland

100% Suspension Sound of Thunder - David Irons
Metzeler and DTR 700 Streetstock - Simon Bastable

Metzeler and DTR 1300 Streetstock - Ciaran Bligh
Adam Jeffery Flooring 700 Pre Injection - Jon Wright

Adam Jeffery Flooring 1300 Pre Injection - Thomas Payne

King Financial Services 500 Newcomer - Tom Harrison
Castle Combe Track Days Mini Twin Newcomer - Michael Rees

King Financial Services Open Newcomer - Luke Bailey
Desmo Due - A - Andy Blomfield

Desmo Due - B - Jack Younge

Formula Prostock - Bandits - James McHardy
Formula Prostock - Pre 1987 - Philip Webber

CSC Racing Open Sidecar - Peter O’Niell/Jack Galligan
CSC Racing F2 Sidecar - Stephen Jackson / Rob Child
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Team Dayo Racing | The team behind the man. Josh Day with his Kendrick
and Spalding ZX10R along with the people who made it all possible for him to
take the Open and Powerbike championships in 2017.


